Use Case

Office 365 +
SD-WAN to
Manage M&A
Streamlining integration to optimize
benefits. Office365+SD-WAN makes
intranet integration simple by
enabling any employee and any
device, regardless of location, to
collaborate on projects in the cloud.
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Challenge
When multinational corporations announce a merger or acquisition, the
complexity of integrating two massive entities is obvious. But combining
mid-level enterprises poses its own set of challenges. Regardless of size,
every company has its own culture and way of doing things. Specifically, they
have their own intranets, software applications and business processes.
Forcing one set of employees to give up their preferred technology tools can
be problematic, even when those preferred tools are outdated and better
solutions are available.
The increasing prevalence of remote work is another issue – integrations
today are rarely confined to a few physical locations, and can involve small
numbers of workers scattered across a wide range of geographically
disparate locations.o ensure effective collaboration and knowledge sharing
among all employees across a newly combined business, efficiently
integrating different internal networks is imperative. Specifically, the
outcome has to be one seamless system; intermingling intranets isn’t enough.
Requiring employees to toggle back and forth between separate intranets
creates time-wasting redundancy. And the task of maintaining two separate
networks can devour an IT budget.
Maintaining an accurate software inventory following an integration presents
another challenge. Many businesses suffer from the pervasive presence
of unauthorized or non-standard applications that can overwhelm systems
and prevent user collaboration. In these “Shadow IT” environments, users
habitually download their preferred apps. The result is a chaotic jumble of
loose threads of information, with some employees adhering to the company
platform, while others use Google Docs and yet others insist on Dropbox.

ACROSS A NEWLY COMBINED
“ EMPLOYEES
BUSINESS, EFFICIENTLY INTEGRATING
DIFFERENT INTERNAL NETWORKS.
”
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Solution
Effective intranet consolidation must seamlessly integrate internal networks of
merging entities and update network toolsets without disruption. More specifically,
tying up the loose threads created by Shadow IT is imperative.
Office365+SD-WAN makes intranet integration simple by enabling any employee
and any device, regardless of location, to collaborate on projects in the cloud.
Office365 software options include Outlook (with web versions), OneDrive, Word,
Excel, Exchange, PowerPoint, OneNote, SharePoint, Microsoft Teams, Yammer,
and more. This comprehensive toolset reduces the likelihood of users resorting to
Shadow IT apps.

“

OFFICE365+SD-WAN MAKES
INTRANET INTEGRATION SIMPLE BY
ENABLING ANY EMPLOYEE AND ANY
DEVICE, REGARDLESS OF LOCATION,
TO COLLABORATE ON PROJECTS IN
THE CLOUD.

”
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Benefits
With SD-WAN, information sharing, updating and communication is
seamless and reliable, and cloud-based software updates are done without
disruption. All workers in all geographic locations have secure and reliable
connections to Office365.
No one has to wait, for example, for programmers to install new code or
for the system to restart. Employees working on the West Coast don’t have
to suspend work while software engineers back East patch or debug the
intranet after hours.
In addition to improving collaboration, the solution dramatically reduces
application maintenance costs.By minimizing the use of outdated applications
or converting from one system to another, time savings are substantial.
Seamless implementation of a collaborative environment facilitates
teamwork and innovation of the new entity’s workforce.

ONE HAS TO WAIT, FOR EXAMPLE,
“NO
FOR PROGRAMMERS TO INSTALL

NEW CODE OR FOR THE SYSTEM
TO RESTART. ALL WORKERS IN ALL
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS HAVE
SECURE AND RELIABLE CONNECTIONS
TO OFFICE365.
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